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	iOS 5 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach is your guide to developing solutions on iPad, iPhone, and other iOS 5 devices and platforms. This book provides in-depth code samples and discussions for scenarios that developers face every day. You'll find numerous examples of real-world cases that will enable you to build fully functional applications quickly and efficiently.

	

	The recipes included in this book are wide in scope, and have been geared toward the professional developer. You'll find clear and concise code samples accompanying each recipe, and will be presented with cutting-edge solutions that bring forth the best that the iOS 5 SDK has to offer. The recipes include:

	 

	
		Working with Interface Builder in the latest version of Xcode
	
		Building applications that incorporate animation and multimedia
	
		Building location-aware apps 
	
		Understanding best practices for application design and development



	You'll find iOS 5 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach to be an indispensable reference for all of your iOS development.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to make your apps truly stand out with brilliant animations and multimedia
	
		How to enhance your game apps with GameCenter
	
		How to develop powerful apps with the latest Xcode
	
		How to extend your apps with TableView, UIView, and core graphics



	Who this book is for


	This book is intended for developers familiar with the Objective-C programming language and with an interest in developing apps for the iPhone and iPad. While a basic knowledge of Objective-C is expected, developers at all levels of app development will benefit from this book.


	Table of Contents

	
		Xcode Tips and Tricks
	
		Working with Interface Builder in Xcode
	
		Multimedia Recipes
	
		Camera Recipes
	
		TableView Recipes
	
		Core Graphic Recipes
	
		UIView Animation Recipes 
	
		Calendar Recipes
	
		Data Storage Recipes
	
		Core Data Recipes
	
		Notification Recipes
	
		iAd Recipes
	
		Location and Mapping Recipes
	
		GameCenter Recipes
	
		App Design Guidelines
	
		Game Kit Recipes
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Common Lisp Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2015

	Find solutions to problems and answers to questions you are likely to encounter when writing real-world applications in Common Lisp. This book covers areas as diverse as web programming, databases, graphical user interfaces, integration with other programming languages, multi-threading, and mobile devices as well as debugging techniques and...
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Real-World SQL-DMO for SQL ServerApress, 2002

	Using clear language the authors hope to take developers to another level in administering their SQL Server. In this text Allan Mitchell and Mark Allison show developers how to create tools which will let them do their jobs easier and faster. SQL-DMO is a feature rich library that can be manipulated to do things that simply are not possible...
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How Math Explains the World: A Guide to the Power of Numbers, from Car Repair to Modern PhysicsSmithsonian, 2008

	In How Math Explains the World, mathematician Stein reveals how seemingly arcane mathematical investigations and discoveries have led to bigger, more world-shaking insights into the nature of our world. In the four main sections of the book, Stein tells the stories of the mathematical thinkers who discerned some of the most fundamental...
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The Morning Mind: Use Your Brain to Master Your Day and Supercharge Your LifeAMACOM, 2019

	
		Unleash positive thinking and productive imagination, and flip negative thoughts and behaviors into a lifetime to improve every aspect of your life—each morning, one day at a time.

	
		Bad habits. Bad feelings. Bad mornings that turn into regrettable days.

	
		Banish them all with simple brain...
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Outsider Art: From the Margins to the MarketplaceReaktion Books, 2010

	
		
			The term outsider art has been used to describe work produced exterior to the mainstream of modern art by certain self-taught visionaries, spiritualists, eccentrics, recluses, psychiatric patients, criminals, and others beyond the perceived margins of society. Yet the idea of such a raw, untaught creativity remains a...
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Pro .NET Performance: Optimize Your C# Applications (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012

	Maximizing the performance of your algorithms and applications is extremely important and can give you a competitive advantage, a lower cost of ownership, and happier users. Pro .NET Performance explains the internals of Windows, the CLR, and the physical hardware that affect the performance of your applications, and gives you the...
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